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Today, the Commission takes an important step to comply with the Dodd-Frank Act’s

requirements for better disclosure and accountability regarding executive

compensation decisions at public companies.[1]

As required by Section 953(b) of the Dodd-Frank Act, the Commission is proposing a

rule to provide for disclosure of CEO-to-worker pay multiples.  Reports show that

these pay multiples have risen steadily over the years.  For example, an April 2013

study by Bloomberg finds that large public company CEOs were paid an average of

204 times the compensation of rank-and-file workers in their industries.  By

comparison, it is estimated that the average CEO was paid about 20 times the typical

worker’s pay in the 1950s, with that multiple rising to 42-to-1 in 1980, and to 120-to-

1 in 2000.[2]

Given this backdrop, it is not surprising that investors are asking if such a high level

of CEO-pay multiples is in the interest of corporations and their shareholders.[3]  As

owners of public companies, shareholders have the right to know whether CEO pay

multiples reflect CEO performance.  Shareholders have the right to know how their

company’s internal pay comparisons may impact employee morale, productivity,

hiring, labor relations, succession planning, growth, and incentives for risk-taking.[4]

The rule we propose today is only one of several inter-related provisions of the

Dodd-Frank Act to require enhanced compensation disclosure and accountability. 

Some of these rules, like the rules for “say-on-pay” advisory votes and listing

standards for compensation committee independence, have been completed.[5]  But

a number of other important protections have yet to be proposed.  In addition to

today’s proposed rulemaking, the mandates remaining to be acted upon include:

Section 953(a) of the Act, which requires public companies to provide their

shareholders with information showing the relationship between executive

compensation actually paid and the financial performance of the issuer; and 

Section 955 of the Act, which requires disclosure of company policies regarding

the hedging of company equity securities held or awarded to company directors

and employees.[6]

Taken together, the enhanced disclosures on executive compensation will help

investors to make informed investment decisions and to exercise their rights as

shareholders and owners. 

One area in which such additional information may be useful relates to

benchmarking.   It is well recognized that many public companies rely heavily on

benchmarking to set executive compensation.[7]  For example, many public

companies hire consultants to construct “peer groups” of ostensibly similar

companies and to conduct surveys of prevailing compensation practices.  In this

process, a company’s executive pay levels are often targeted to the 50 , 75 , or

even 90  percentile of peer group compensation.  Companies justify this practice on

the ground that they want to attract—and need to compete for—talented

executives. 

But commenters have noted a flaw to this practice:  Not all CEOs are “above

average,” and it is mathematically impossible for all CEOs to be paid above the 50

percentile of their peer group.  To many observers, the result is an upward bias in

CEO pay that may often fail to reflect actual performance (or even sometimes actual

competition in the employment market).[8]  As a result, benchmarking may

sometimes contribute to a process that results in executive compensation decisions

that are not economically efficient.
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It is my hope that the enhanced compensation disclosures mandated by the Dodd-

Frank Act will help company shareholders and independent directors counter this

tendency in two ways:  First, more effective disclosure of pay-for-performance

standards should help make executive compensation more transparent and foster

accountability.  Second, pay ratio disclosure can provide a valuable new perspective

for executive compensation decisions.  If comparing CEO compensation solely to the

compensation of other CEOs can lead to an inefficient upward spiral, then comparing

CEO compensation to the compensation of an average worker may help offset that

trend.[9]

Today’s proposal is a welcome step, but recognizing that the Dodd-Frank Act is now

more than three years old, the Commission must act promptly to propose and adopt

the other rules required by the statute.

The proposing release includes a number of requests for comment regarding the

approach the Commission has taken to implement the statutory mandate, as well as

potential alternatives.  Public comments are an important part of the rulemaking

process.  As always, I particularly look forward to comments from investors. 

I would like to thank the staff for their work on this important proposal. 

I am happy to support this proposal. 
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